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Cellulose nanacrystals (CNC) is an emerging 1D nanomaterial for fabrication of 
cellulose-based advanced materials that may be applied for fabrication of 
optoelectronic devices, sensons, medical equipment, and other fields due to its low 
density, variable aspect ratio, high elastic modulus and strength, biocompatibility, and 
rich assembly behaviors. Alignment of CNCs into a uniaxial array enables the 
solution-based, low-cost fabrication of functional thin films. To date, a limited 
number of studies provide reliable approaches to achieving thin films composed of 
densely-packed CNCs spanning the macroscopic distance, which deteriorates the 
widespread integration of low dimensional nanomaterial-based functional composites 
and devices. Here we first demonstrate a simple dip-coating method of assembling 
CNC into a uniaxial thin film macroscopically. Three parameters including the lifting 
rate, the concentration of CNC in the dispersion, and the presence of a polymeric 
additive have been studied systematically to optimize processing parameters to 
achieve uniaxial CNC thin films. The evaporation induced self-assembly and the spin 
coating method have also been studied for investigating other CNC assembly 
behaviors. POM and AFM tools were used to confirm the structural details of the 
samples on multiple length scales. Particularly, the assembly behaviors were 
quantitatively confirmed by analyzing the value of the in-plane nematic order 
parameter (S) with AFM images. In the follows, we find two representative case 
studies by using the uniaxial CNC thin films, namely design of laterally-oriented 
polymer thin film for biomimetic mineralization use and coalignment of a tough 
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). First, we use the uniaxial CNC thin film as 
a template to design a highly-oriented polymeric matrix - PCL. Remarkably, the 
orientational factor of the polymeric matrix is readily tunable via controlling the 
assembly behaviors of CNC. Afterwards, the polymer matrix of PCL/CNC hybrid 
thin film was applied for the mineralization use to achieve a fully-oriented calcitic 
thin film via a multistage mineralization process. The structural information of the 















spectroscopy. Our findings demonstrate that the uniaxial CNC thin film can template 
the deposition of highly oriented polymeric matrices for the oriented mineralization 
use. In addition, we note that the uniaxial CNC thin film can be used for coassembly 
of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) – a stiff 1D nanoitems. Optimization of 
processing parameters can help to achieve the uniaxial densely-packed CNC-SWNT 
hybrid thin film. The polarized Raman spectroscopy provides a quantitative method to 
determine the uniaxial alignment of the hybrid thin film. In short, development of the 
controllable assembly approaches to fabricating CNC thin films with distinct 
assembly behaviors may expand its applicational opportunities in assembly and 
crystallization of functional materials. 
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图 1-1. 一些代表性的胶体系统以及它们典型的尺度范围[13]。 
















































κ−1 =  4π nsZ+ni λB 
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